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GB Machines
Welcome to GB Machines GmbH & Co. KG, your trusted partner for screed machines and accessories in 
Westphalia Schloß Holte!

We invite you to browse the following pages that provide information about our company, our products and 
services.

GB Machines – your trusted partner with extensive experience
GB Machines GmbH & Co. KG was founded in the summer of 2012. The extensive experience and know-how 
of the two founders, Ludger Glaap and Fritz Brinkmann (who lend the company its name) constitute the true 
essence of the company. Ludger Glaap has been working with the construction materials industry since the 80s 
and is particularly versed in machine technology. Mr Fritz Brinkmann has dedicated his professional life since 
the 60s to the development and production of screed machines. A qualified team from the fields of technology, 
sales, production and service supports the two managing directors. 

Philosophy – Customer service and proximity
The screed sector is largely composed of SMEs and the sector now has a strong new player in the form of GB 
Machines GmbH & Co. KG. GB Machines has an excellent range of modern, highly developed and practical 
machines, which alleviates much of the heavy work done on construction sites. The company philosophy states 
that reliable, high-performance and operationally safe screed machines are not the only things required to 
significantly alleviate workloads in the screed industry. GB Machines GmbH & Co. KG also understands its 
role as a service partner, with the objective of supporting its customers with advice and assistance. A versatile 
range of special designs, maintenance and technical support ensures that GB Machines’ customers always 
have the best and most economical work method and the characteristic long service life of its machines.

Screed machine development with enhanced practical knowledge
When designing new screed machines, GB Machines GmbH & Co. KG relies on its wealth of experience and 
carefully considers the requests for improvement offered by people who work with these machines day in and 
day out. Sales and customer service staff maintain close ties with processors and make sure that customer 
opinions and special requests are incorporated into future developments. Some of the factors that contribute 
to GB Machines’ typical reliability and high performance of its range include high-quality components; 
excellent material quality and professional manufacturing in well-equipped, modern production centres 
that incorporate continuous quality control. We also conduct regular practical training sessions directly on 
construction sites for industry staff, with the objective of increasing the efficiency of the screed machines of GB 
Machines.

“WITH THE CUSTOMER, FOR THE CUSTOMER”
GB MACHINES’ PHILOSOPHY.

Ludger Glaap & Fritz Brinkmann Machines GmbH & Co. KG
An der Heller 4-12
D-33758 Schloß Holte

Phone:  +49 (0) 52 07 / 92 47 3 0  
Fax:  +49 (0) 52 07 / 92 47 3 100
E-Mail:  info@gb-machines.de
www.gb-machines.de   

Ludger GlaapFritz Brinkmann
Managing Director Managing Director 
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MOBILEMAN D3 IN DETAIL
The MOBILEMAN D3 is an adjustable logistics system developed by GB Machines of north-western Germany. The trough con-
figuration options allow the MOBILEMAN to be adapted to your exact requirements. Total volume can be 25, 30 or 50m3. The 
binding agent chamber has a volume of 6 - 15m3 and can be divided into three compartments for maximum flexibility. Inflow 
systems for binding agents and aggregates are available to enable on-site reloading.

CAREFULY PLANNED DESIGN.
HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS.

Hatz 4H50TIC 4 cylinder engine
The Hatz 4 cylinder engine gives the 
MOBILEMAN the power it needs on site.

Control
The rear of the MOBILEMAN D3 features a covered 
stainless steel control unit, allowing centralised 
management of all inputs and functions. 

Side compartments
The side compartments benefit from a solid 
aluminium build with an aluminium shutter. These 
save weight and mean no extra space is required 
for doorswing.
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CAREFULY PLANNED DESIGN.
HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS.

SPECIAL SERVICE
Thanks to the latest web apps, you can call up technical data 
at any time and see what the MOBILEMAN is doing.
This remote management function allows you to keep track of 
what is happening on site. Alongside the usual tools such as 
GPS tracking and anti-theft measures, you have full control of 
the overall system. 
Any operational problems can be resolved quickly and easily 
by our experienced phone-based advisers, which not only sa-
ves you valuable time, but also means your workers are never 
left to cope on their own.  

HIGH-PERFORMANCE
The MOBILEMAN‘s Hatz engine is a high-quality and high-
performance on-site partner. Its innovative design speaks 
for itself, as does the fact that it is subject to a process of 
continual development. 

Thanks to a rigorous minimalist approach, the engine 
is now the lightest and most compact in its class. And 
needless to say it meets the latest 3B emissions standards. 

PERFORMANCE
Cost reduction and efficiency are key features of the MOBILE-
MAN D3. 
The integrated USB interface for data transfer, and the optio-
nal remote function, enable you to monitor real-time usage of 
materials and plan the delivery of new supplies more efficient-
ly. The fully-automated system frees up staff for deployment 
where they‘re needed. 
And because any material left over at the end of construction 
stays inside the container ready for transfer to the next job, 
waste is kept to a minimum.

COMFORT
Here at GB, our engineers have been busy making yet more 
improvements to the MOBILEMAN. 
The physical exertion required from workers on site has 
been reduced and, unlike conventional screed laying, 
comfort and ease of use have been made a top priority. 

The cover moves up and down automatically at the press of 
a button, and the cleaning of the mixing basin is also fully 
automated.
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MOBILEMAN D3
THINK BIGGER – AND GET MORE DONE
Floating screed is a screed mortar that is pumped in its fluid state for laying. As well as the aggregate material, which 
is mostly screed sand, a binding agent such as cement or anhydrite compound is involved. With its ease of use and 
static laying, the advantages of floating screed are clear. 

MIXING AND CONVEYING
Prior to conveying, construction materials 
are mixed and weighed in accordance with 
the prescribed formula, thereby ensuring a 
consistent mix ratio.

SIDE COMPARTMENTS
As well as boasting attractive, high-grade alumi-
nium shutters, the side compartments offer plenty 
of room for the safekeeping of accessories and 
other items. 

SUPPORTS
For safe and stable operation during 
material processing and conveying, 
the MOBILEMAN features extendable 
supports. 

AGGREGATE CHAMBER
The overall trough is available in 25m³ and 30m³ 
versions. The volume of the aggregate chamber is 
determined by the choice of binding agent chamber.

BINDING AGENT CHAMBER
According to the configuration selected, the binding 
agent chamber has a volume of between 6 and 15m³. It 
can also be divided into two, thereby allowing different 
binding agents to be transported. 

AIR-SPRUNG AXLES
For overall driving stability, the MOBILEMAN D3 is 
fitted with three air-sprung axles, thereby increa-
sing both safety and driving comfort. The first 
axle is a lift axle designed to minimise wear. The 
second is a rigid axle. The third is a tag axle for 
enhanced control. 

SCREW FEEDER
Choose between a screw feeder or con-
veyor belt so that other materials (e.g. 
polystyrene) can also be delivered.  

CONTROL
The control unit housing is made of 
stainless steel. It contains the program-
mable control unit and all the interfaces 
required for synchronisation. 
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POWERPACK
The powerpack contains the MOBILEMAN‘s 
drive components. The high-performance motor, 
hydraulics, optional generator and diesel tank are all 

INDIVIDUAL CUSTOMER SPECIFICATION
The constantly-evolving nature of work on site requires a well planned, 
thought-through system. At GB Machines, this is a challenge we have met 
head on.

HIGH TROUGH
The trough comprises comes in two types. The ‚high trough‘ has a capacity 
of 30m3. But it‘s not just the size of this version that delivers benefits – it 
can also be divided. The nature of your company and the specific task at 
hand must all be taken into account when deciding which system works 
best for you.   

STANDARD TROUGH
The ‚standard trough‘ has a capacity of 25m3 and can be adapted and 
divided to suit individual customer needs. Any adaptation would be 
preceded by close consultation with the client to establish the ideal design 
for their needs. 

HOSE REEL
The powerpack also contains the hydraulic hose reel, on 
which up to 120m of mortar hose can be rolled up and 
transported. 
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MOBILEMAN IN USE
The MOBILEMAN D3 is a complete mobile screed factory. Operable by just two workers, it can be used in a variety of 
situations. Thanks to full automisation that ensures perfect mix ratios every time, the MOBILEMAN D3 consistently 
delivers excellent results. No wonder our customers have been so delighted with its performance. For major industrial 
construction projects, the MOBILEMAN D3 has become an indispensable part of the team, a virtual guarantee of success. 
Fully customisable, it allows you to plan your job with maximum efficiency. So whether you‘re working with 200m2 
or 2,000m2, the MOBILEMAN D3 will save you time and money. Essential to its appeal is the fact it can be specially 
configured by us to suit your individual requirements. At the same time, the presence of a MOBILEMAN D3 on your site is 
good publicity for your company. 

COMPACT POWER,
BUILT FOR THE CONSTRUCTION SITE

Company Böhmisch
Germany

Company Rendler 
Germany

Company Waldi Sigg 
Germany
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The new MOBILEMAN D3 features the very latest technology. New features include online remote, GPS remote and data transfer via 
USB interface (e.g. smartphone or flash drive). Keeping abreast of the latest technological advances is second nature to us. 

We constantly ensure we are up-to-date with new applications that provide enhanced levels of convenience and ease of operation. 

MOBILEMAN D3

Version Semi-trailer

Type Screw pump type

Engine Hatz 4 cylinder engine

Capacity up to 11 m3 / h

Aggregate chamber Volume approx ca. 21 m3

Binding medium chamber Volume approx 6-15 m3

Tank capacity 110 litres

Chassis 3 air-sprung axles

Weight ca. 10-11 t

Dimensions 10.600 x 2.520 x 3.250

LOGISTICS SYSTEM WITH 
INTEGRATED SCREW PUMP

Customisable material 
chambers

MOBILEMAN D3

CUSTOMISABLE TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS
The MOBILEMAN D3 comes in over 40 versions. So that we can meet your requirements as closely as possible, we recommend that 
you take advantage of our specialist consultancy service. This will ensure that we get all the crucial details right, such as the trough, 
where the wrong configuration can lead to severe logistical problems. 
Some of the different configurations available are listed below.

Aggregate 
chamber

STANDARD TROUGH 25 m3

Binding material 
chamber

aggregate chamberBinding material chamber

MULDE B1 B2 Aggregate

X1 - 6 m3 19 m3

X2 - 9 m3 16 m3

X3 - 12 m3 13 m3

X4 6 m3 6 m3 13 m3

X5 5 m3 7 m3 13 m3

B1 B2 aggregate

12 m3 13 m3

6 m3 19 m3

9 m3 16 m3

6 m3 13 m36 m3

13 m35 m3 7 m3
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MOBILEMAN D5 IN DETAIL
The MOBILEMAN D5 is a mobile logistics system for the processing of conventional screed. Screed sand is mixed with a 
binding agent (usually cement) and conveyed to site. Due to its earth-moist consistency, the screed cannot be pumped inde-
finitely. This is where plug conveying comes into play, a process in which air pressure conveys the material up to 200m. The 
advantages of this process are reduced costs and greater ease of processing. Other materials can be added to regulate harde-
ning time.  

CONVENTIONAL SCREED 
USED WITH MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY

Mix basin
The combination of a high-performance 
pneumatic conveyor and a two-chamber trough 
design make the MOBILEMAN your indispensable 
on-site partner. 

Control
At the rear of the MOBILEMAN you‘ll find a cover-
ed control unit. The entire unit comes with cable 
connection or wireless control versions. 

Operating the supports
Wireless operation allows you to extend and retract 
the supports at the rear. Thanks to this remote 
control feature, you will be able to keep everything 
permanently within your field of vision. 
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CONVENTIONAL SCREED 
USED WITH MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY

CONTROL
The state-of-the art control unit itself features a coloured 
display, which increases readability in direct sunlight and 
provides the user with key data. 

Information displayed includes engine speed, tank fill levels 
and weighing unit loads. Mix specifications can also be saved, 
allowing you to achieve consistency of quality every time. 

CLEANLINESS
The MOBILEMAN D5 will help keep your site clean. The 
closed trough design means you won‘t leave any waste 
behind on site. Cement bags and other rubbish will also be 
a thing of the past. 
To get started, all you need is a connection to a water 
supply. And when work is complete, cleaning the 
MOBILEMAN is child‘s play, thanks to the integrated high-
pressure cleaner. 
So both you and your customers will benefit from a clean 
and tidy site. 

CONVEYING
The conveying of conventional screed for processing takes 
place via plug conveying, whereby the material is conveyed 
pneumatically to where it‘s needed.  
The Atlas Copco compressor is so powerful that it can even 
pump vertically. 
With a performance of up to 5.2m3 per minute at max. 8 bar 
pressure, you‘ll have no problem supplying even the remotest 
site. Which means increased efficiency, and therefore increa-
sed income. 

THE POWERPACK
The powerpack safely houses all the motor components (e.g. 
the high-performance Hatz engine, the hydraulic and other 
tanks, and the hose reel). 
The reel can hold up to 120m of hose, which can be rolled up 
hydraulically at the touch of a button. And the powerpack‘s 
compact and integrated design enables fast and cost-effective 
maintenance, saving you both time and money.
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MOBILEMAN D5
BIG JOB, NO PROBLEM.
The MOBILEMAN is made in Germany. GB Machines places great emphasis on working with local and regional suppliers, allowing us to meet the 
highest standards of quality and reliability. Because only then can we meet our customers‘ expectations (and of course our own).
 

FEEDER UNIT
The binding material is delivered into the basin 
by a clockwise and counter-clockwise screw fee-
der. The aggregate is also delivered via a screw 
feeder. For best results, the amount delivered 
can be scale-weighed. 

AGGREGATE CHAMBER
The trough is available in 25m3 and 30m3 versions. The 
volume of the aggregate chamber is determined by the 
choice of binding agent chamber.

BINDING AGENT CHAMBER
Depending on the model, the binding agent cham-
ber comes with a volume of between 6 - 15m3. It 
can also be divided, so that two different binding 
agents can be transported at the same time.  

SIDE COMPARTMENTS
With their attractive, high-grade aluminium shut-
ters, the side compartments offer plenty of space 
for belongings and other accessories that need to 
be stored safely. 

SUPPORTS
For stable and safe operation during the 
processing and conveying of material, 
the MOBILEMAN features extendible 
supports.

AIR-SPRUNG AXLES
For general driving stability, the MOBILEMAN D3 
has been fitted with three air-sprung axles. This 
increases both safety and driver comfort. The first 
axle is a lift axle to minimise wear. The second is a 
rigid axle. The third is a lazy axle to aid steering.

CONTROL
The control housing is made of stainless 
steel. It contains the programmable 
control unit and all the interfaces 
required for synchronisation.

MIX BASIN
The basin has a net volume of 200 litres 
and is opened and closed automatically 
with a hydraulic butterfly valve. To improve 
precision still further, the basin can be 
loaded at three different weighing points. 
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MATERIALS PROCUREMENT
The ability to monitor amounts results in shorter mix times and optimal 
mixing. Usage data are also captured digitally. These can be saved, read 
off and easily documented. 

CLEAN SITES
Another advantage of the MOBILEMAN is clean sites. Once work is com-
plete, nothing is left over – no residual material and no refuse requiring 
special disposal. With the MOBILEMAN, rubbish is a thing of the past, 
so you will always leave the site clean. Which will save you time – and 
impress your customers.

PERSONAL
The MOBILEMAN is fully automated, leaving your workers free to concen-
trate on what they do best – laying screed. 

LOGISTICS
Thanks to fast set-up and strike times, the MOBILEMAN can be used at 
several different sites in one day, thus making it highly efficient to use.

POWERPACK
The powerpack contains the MOBILEMAN‘s drive 
parts, including high-performance engine, hydraulics, 
optional generator and diesel tank. 

HOSEREEL
The powerpack also contains the hydraulic hose reel, on 
which up to 120m of mortar hose can be rolled up and 
transported.
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MOBILEMAN IN USE
The MOBILEMAN D5 is a mobile cement screed factory that can easily be operated by two people. Its main strength is its 
flexibility. 
It can be set up and operational in just a few minutes. Once work is complete on one site, all you have to do is disconnect 
the water supply and you can be on your way to your next job. 
Its effectiveness speaks for itself. Whether you‘re laying screed over 20m2 or 300m2, the MOBILEMAN makes all your 
jobs economically viable. Thanks to fast set-up and strike times, you can get through several jobs in one day. 
And you can say goodbye to complicated site logistics, because with the MOBILEMAN D3, you‘ll always have the 
materials you need on board.

AT HOME 
ON SITE

Aggregate chamber loaded with 
screed sand

Closed mix basin during pumpingFully automated on-site pumping 
process
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The MOBILEMAN D5 can be tailored to suit your individual requirements. Simply speak to one of our advisors to discuss your needs. 
The customisation process takes several factors into account, such as your company‘s logistics processes, job processing, travel routes 
and staffing levels. 
New features of the MOBILEMAN D5 include online remote, GPS remote and data transfer via USB interface (e.g. smartphone or 
flash drive). 

MOBILEMAN D5

Version Semi-trailer 

Type Pneumatic conveying model

Engine 4 cylinder Hatz engine

Mix basin 200 litre basin in the mix unit

Aggregate chamber  approx. 21 m3 Volume

Binding agent chamber Volumen ca. 6-15 m3

Tank capacity 110 litres

Chassis 3 air-sprung axles

Weight approx. 10t (depending on version)

Dimensions 10.600 x 2.520 x 3.250

LOGISTICS SYSTEM WITH
PNEUMATIC CONVEYINGMOBILEMAN D5

TAILORED TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS
The MOBILEMAN D3 comes in over 40 versions. So that we can meet your requirements as closely as possible, we recommend that 
you take advantage of our specialist consultancy service. This will ensure that we get all the crucial details right, such as the trough, 
where the wrong configuration can lead to serious logistical problems. Some of the different configurations available are listed 
below. 

Aggregate chamber

HIGH TROUGH  30 m3

Binding agent 
chamber

Aggregate chamberBinding agent chamber

MULDE B1 B2 Aggregate

X1 - 9 m3 21 m3

X2 - 12 m3 18 m3

X3 - 14 m3 16 m3

X4 - 16 m3 14 m3

X5 8 m3 8 m3 14 m3

X6 6 m3 10 m3 14 m3

B1 B2 Aggregate

14 m3 16 m3

9 m3 21 m3

12m3 18 m3

16 m3 14 m3

14 m38 m3 8 m3

14 m36 m3 10 m3

MOBILEMAN

Customisable material 
chambers
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 www.youtube.com/gbmachines  www.facebook.com/gb.machines

MOBILEMAN OVERVIEW
 ¬ Ease of use
 ¬ Improved cooling system 
 ¬ New safety concept
 ¬ Wide range of accessories
 ¬ Spare parts delivery guaranteed

 ¬ „Made in Germany“
 ¬ High resale value
 ¬ Robust, powerful, efficient
 ¬ Reliable technology
 ¬ Incl. operational safety inspection

Ludger Glaap & Fritz Brinkmann Machines GmbH & Co. KG
An der Heller 4-12
D-33758 Schloß Holte

Phone:  +49 (0) 52 07 / 92 47 3 0
Fax:  +49 (0) 52 07 / 92 47 3 100
E-Mail:  info@gb-machines.de
Web: www.gb-machines.de


